Samsung and Ercom have entered into a partnership to provide a
new generation security solution
Samsung smartphones are equipped with KNOX and Ercom Cryptosmart for secure voice
and data communications.

Monaco, September 30, 2015 – Governments and corporations require very high levels of security. To
protect smartphones and tablets against various hacking and spying techniques, Samsung and Ercom have
joined forces to offer complete protection for voice and data communications, and applications for
mobile devices.
This solution is based on Samsung devices that have been equipped with
security solutions for several years (VPN, encryption, IT Policies...), and
the Samsung KNOX security solution used by numerous government
organizations and security agencies.
It integrates the Ercom Cryptosmart solution, certified "Restricted
Distribution" by the National Agency for the Security of Information
Systems (ANSSI), providing endpoint security to the French government.
This partnership between two market leaders offers government
organizations and businesses an unparalleled level of security to conduct
their sensitive activities. Integrating Cryptosmart with the KNOX platform
will allow users to take advantage of new features such as business data
containerization.
"This joint development offers our customers an outstanding platform,
integrating government‐grade security with the usability of the preferred
smartphone on the market. Further standardizing our solution will enable
faster response to market needs and will strengthen our offering for
demanding customers," declared Yannick Dupuch, CEO, Ercom.
"This partnership will allow critical organizations to access latest generation terminals as soon as they are
released to the market. Combining the expertise of our two companies also boosts the development of
Samsung
Business in supporting organizations concerned with security," added Thibaut Felgères, Director, Samsung
Business France.

About Ercom
Ercom is a manufacturer specializing in wireless network optimization and secure communications.
Ercom teams have been developing advanced telecommunication technologies and solutions since
1986. Today, Ercom focuses on two product ranges: Mobipass LTE/4G network optimization systems
and Cryptosmart secure communications solutions.
For more information: www.ercom.com
About Samsung Business
Preferred technology partner for companies and administrations, Samsung Business, a division of
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., designs and develops an innovative ecosystem of solutions to meet
digital transformation challenges (smartphones, tablets, display, print, air conditioning, medical
devices, and software solutions). Driven by a vision of how technology can better serve, Samsung
Business helps companies streamline productivity, strengthen customer relationships and develop
their organization.
For more information: www.samsung.com/business
About Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd.
Samsung Electronics inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and
technologies that give people the power to discover new experiences.
With a constant focus on innovation and discovery, we keep redefining the worlds of TVs,
smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, cameras, digital appliances, printers, medical equipment,
network systems, and semiconductors. Samsung is also the leader of the Internet of Things through
its initiatives in the digital health and smart home markets. Samsung employs 319,000 individuals in
84 countries, and has an annual revenue of $196 billion. For more information, visit the website:
www.samsung.com, and blog: global.samsungtomorrow.com.
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